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 I want to encourage us in the process of conversion. Conversion is a continuous process. We strive to be 
converted by God’s Spirit. Our great desire is for our lives to be full of God’s new life. But our spiritual journey 
into the new life described by Jesus is not easy or straightforward. So we return to the Good News of Christ for 
direction.   
 Let’s begin by listening again to the conversation between Jesus and Nicodemus. Nicodemus came to 
Jesus by night and said to him, “Rabbi, we know that you are a teacher who has come from God; for no one 
can do these signs...apart from the presence of God.” Jesus answered him, “Very truly, I tell you, no one can 
see the kingdom of God without being born from above.” Nicodemus said to him, “How can anyone be born 
after having grown old? Can one enter a second time into the mother’s womb and be born?” Jesus answered, 
“Very truly, I tell you, no one can enter the kingdom of God without being born of water and Spirit. 
 Nicodemus is a devout, religious man. In the Gospel of John, he is one of the most important characters. 
He keeps returning to Jesus, even after his death. I feel great sympathy for Nicodemus. He wants to do the right 
thing, but he is unsure of what to do, or of the meaning of Jesus’ instructions. Nicodemus is confused by Jesus 
words. Jesus tells him he will have to be born of water and Spirit. What does that mean? Jesus says, ‘You must 
be born from above.’ Nicodemus is struggling to understand what Jesus is talking about, and so are we. 
 We struggle to understand Jesus message. We struggle to understand what Jesus is talking about when 
he says no one can enter the kingdom of God without being born of water and Spirit. This has become 
especially obvious during the past forty years. Forty years ago a group of Christians gave themselves the title 
‘Born-again Christians’. They thought they understood what Jesus was talking about in his conversation with 
Nicodemus. The current state of the evangelical church in America gives some indication that, not withstanding 
their enthusiasm, many of the so-called ‘Born-again Christians’ were missing something in Jesus’ message.  
 The born-again Christians were correct about the idea that following Jesus entails a profound change in 
our lives. Their mistake was about the magnitude of the change. If anything, being born of water and Spirit is 
going to entail a more profound conversion in us than many of them imagined. Being born again doesn’t just 
change our relationship with God in personal terms. Being born of water and the spirit changes our relationships 
with our neighbors and with our enemies.  
 We struggle to understand the magnitude of the change. In this process of conversion, Jesus is our 
teacher and our icon. In Christ Jesus we see the fullest example of conversion. The new life in Jesus is deeply 
personal, but the effects of the new life are never restricted to the personal realm. The new life of conversion is 
fully expressed only in community. 
 Christ Jesus encourages us, and gives us examples and directions about those places and ways that 
support us in being born of the Spirit. My wife reminds me childbirth is always messy and painful. Our new 
birth in the Spirit will not come easily, precisely because it entails a most profound change in our lives.  
 This process of conversion means leaving something significant behind. From my experience, the 
change is so deep it requires my energy and effort on a daily basis. Though I have a pretty good idea of what the 
change looks like for me, I can’t say what it looks like for you. I can only say that the place of our new birth in 
the Spirit is closely connected to the place of the greatest mistakes in our lives. 
 It is difficult envision what this conversion looks like for us as individual. So let’s begin. by envisioning 
the conversion of a larger, more easily examined sort. Let’s envision a new birth in God’s Spirit for a 
community we all know and love. Let’s envision what it would look like for America to be born again. 
 In order to envision a new birth for America, we need to take an honest look at the story of America. 
When we examine the story of America we see many good things. We see America has aspired to be a nation of 
laws. We see examples of the different branches of government working together for the best interests of the 
people. We see that Americans have often welcomed immigrants and refugees into their communities. 
 As we consider the story of our nation we also see a group of terrible mistakes. Many of these mistakes 
are examples of racial violence and discrimination. These include the extermination of native peoples and 
cultures from the land that became the United States. Our greatest mistakes include the internment of Japanese 
Americans during World War II. Our greatest mistakes include the enslavement of millions of children, women 



and men of African descent. Our greatest mistakes include incidents of killings of black Americans, such as the 
Tulsa Massacre, in which over 300 black Americans were slaughtered and the wealthiest black neighborhood in 
America was deliberately destroyed by white Americans. Our greatest mistakes include systematic 
discrimination against people of color that continues to this day, to the effect that the average white family in 
America has ten times as much wealth as the average black family. This comparison holds true regardless of 
other factors. For instance, the average white person with a PhD has ten times as much wealth as the average 
black person with a PhD. If America is to be born again, that rebirth will be directly related to this group of 
terrible mistakes.  
 At the heart of this group of mistakes is a single, false idea. I call it America’s little lie. I describe it as a 
little lie, but the impact of the lie is enormous. I call it our little lie because it seems to sneak into almost every 
single story of America. We don’t even notice when we are telling the lie. So many people believe the lie that it 
is everywhere, little white children believe the lie and little black children believe the lie is true. America’s little 
lie is that white people are superior. This little lie is at the heart of most of our terrible mistakes. 
 If America could ever be born again, we would have to come to terms with the lie of white superiority. 
In order for the United States to be born anew we would have to come to terms with the tragic story of our 
racial violence. In order for the United States to be born again we would have to remind ourselves on a daily 
basis that white people, and white culture, and the ways white people do things are not superior. 
 Racism and systematic oppression of minority groups is not unique to America. Many other nations are 
like us, in the fact that we experience a continuous string of oppressive, violent sins of racism. It might seem 
impossible for an entire nation to be reborn, but we saw examples of a national rebirth happen in Germany and 
in South Africa in the last decades of the 20th century. In each case the first step was to tell the full story of the 
history of the nation.    
 I’m telling the story of America’s need for a new birth because most of us are quite aware of the effects 
of racism in America. It is more difficult and painful for us to identify the need for conversion in our own lives.  
When you and I are willing to be born again we begin by looking back at our lives. Often we start by 
considering the beginnings of our stories, in childhood. Our stories include many good episodes. We took care 
of brothers or sisters. As adults we worked hard to take care of people in our families or in our communities. 
 In order for you and I to be born of God’s Spirit we must be willing to locate the place in our lives 
which is in greatest need of conversion. Sometimes we see a cluster of mistakes, a group of minor or major 
tragedies, that share a common element. The big mistakes in our lives might have something to do with 
responding to others out of our fear, anger or shame. 
 After we understand the place in our lives that is in greatest need of conversion we make it possible for 
conversion to happen by identifying a little lie which is at the root of many of the mistakes and suffering and 
grief in our lives. Just like the little lie about white people being superior, the little lies we tell ourselves are 
often not very dramatic. Our little lies have a big impact because they seem to sneak into every part of life. 
 For instance, one of the little lies that can sneak into our lives is ‘You don’t have enough.’ This little lie 
seems very small, yet it can lead to many mistakes, known affectionately as sins. While there are times when 
people really don’t have enough, most of the time we have everything we need. You might have a different little 
lie that runs through your story, but the truth is that everyone has at least one of these that leads to lots of 
mistakes, large and small, in their life. 
 These little lies we tell ourselves point to our need for spiritual conversion. Each of our little lies is 
rooted in our separation from the God who made us, the God who redeems us, the God who knows us, the God 
who loves us. For instance, my little lie, where I tell myself. ‘You don’t have enough.’ comes from forgetting or 
denying that God is giving me everything I need. My conversion is a daily practice of remembering and 
accepting that God satisfies my true needs. My conversion is a daily practice of not being greedy. My 
conversion is a daily practice of trying to not make the same mistakes, over and over again. 
 I wonder about Nicodemus. What was his little lie? What was the group of mistakes he kept making 
over and over again? Considering that Nicodemus always comes to Jesus at night it seems his mistakes might be 
rooted in fear, perhaps fear of being rejected by his friends and family. 
 Our great desire is for our lives to be full of God’s new life. I encourage you to engage in the process of 
conversion. Examine your story. Look for the mistakes you keep repeating. Try to put aside the little lie that is 
separating you from God. Open your life to God’s healing, redeeming love. 


